Put the verbs in brackets into their correct tense!

1. If I _____________ (BE) you I would go home immediately.
2. If you had married Peter you _______________ (HAVE) a very unhappy life.
3. I would tell you the answer if I _______________ (KNOW) it.
4. If John _______________ (SMILE) sometimes, he would be more attractive.
5. I (LEARN) _______________ German if I had had more time.
6. What will you do if I _______________ (GO) away?
7. If you went away I _______________ (INVITE) all my friends and have a party.
8. I _______________ (SEND) Jane a postcard if I had known her address.
9. Would you still love me if I _______________ (GROW) a beard?
10. If I have enough money I _______________ (TRAVEL) round the world.
11. If our passports _______________ (BE) all right, we wouldn't have been arrested.
12. If it hadn't rained our picnic _______________ (BE) a great success.
13. If he leaves his bike outside someone _______________ (STEAL) it.
14. If the weather _______________ (STAY) like this, the clothes will be dry in a few hours.
15. If you had told me that we _______________ (GO) to see something else.
16. If it _______________ (FREEZE) tonight the roads will be slippery tomorrow.
17. If you hate your job why _______________ (YOU NOT CHANGE) it?
18. If he worked hard he _______________ (FINISH) in time.
19. If John _______________ (BUY) a season ticket, he would lose it.
20. If the man _______________ (NOT FOLLOW) him he wouldn't have fallen down the stairs.
1. If I **WERE/WAS (BE)** you I would go home immediately.
2. If you had married Peter you **WOULD HAVE HAD (HAVE)** a very unhappy life.
3. I would tell you the answer if I **KNEW (KNOW) it.**
4. If John **SMILED (SMILE) sometimes, he would be more attractive.**
5. I **WOULD HAVE LEARNED (LEARN) German if I had had more time.**
6. What will you do if I **GO (GO) away?**
7. If you went away I **WOULD INVITE (INVITE) all my friends and have a party.**
8. I **WOULD HAVE SENT (SEND) Jane a postcard if I had known her address.**
9. Would you still love me if I **GREW (GROW) a beard?**
10. If I have enough money I **WILL TRAVEL (TRAVEL) round the world.**
11. If our passports **HAD BEEN (BE) all right, we wouldn't have been arrested.**
12. If it hadn't rained our picnic **WOULD HAVE BEEN (BE) a great success.**
13. If he leaves his bike outside someone **WILL STEAL (STEAL) it.**
14. If the weather **STAYS (STAY) like this, the clothes will be dry in a few hours.**
15. If you had told me that we **WOULD HAVE GONE (GO) to see something else.**
16. If it **FREEZES (FREEZE) tonight the roads will be slippery tomorrow.**
17. If you hate your job why **DON'T YOU CHANGE (YOU NOT CHANGE) it?**
18. If he worked hard he **WOULD FINISH (FINISH) in time.**
19. If John **BOUGHT (BUY) a season ticket, he would lose it.**
20. If the man **HADN'T FOLLOWED (NOT FOLLOW) him he wouldn't have fallen down the stairs.**